Dozens of Wofford College's recent graduates received awards from the college for academic excellence, leadership and citizenship. The college was unable to celebrate these students during the annual Honors Convocation in the spring, but their achievements and contributions to Wofford deserve recognition. See the complete list of award recipients.
New Terriers

The Class of 2024 is settling in. It's the largest first-year class in the college's history with 497 first-year students and 21 transfers. They moved in, went through orientation and President Nayef Samhat and Prema hosted them during a physically distanced ice cream social. Learn about the newest Terriers.

Lifelong Learning is available for alumni near and far

Lifelong Learning at Wofford has adapted during these unprecedented times by attracting seasoned instructors to teach a variety of classes that include a mix of in-person and online courses this fall term. It's a good way to combat social isolation, and Wofford alumni, parents and friends across the globe can participate.

Some of the fall's offerings include the WoCo LLL Wine Club, Dr. Lee Hagglund's Modern Cryptology class, and eight of HubCity Press' most successful published authors will offer insight on publishing.

The weekly Roundtable Lunches allow participants to gather with new friends through Zoom to learn about an array of topics from the airline industry and railroads to Wofford basketball and guitars. Dr. Tracy Revels, a Wofford history professor, will explore the social history of the Civil War, and Dr. Philip Stone, Wofford archivist, will discuss Controversies in South Carolina History.

The $50 annual membership allows you to experience a range of courses, lectures and clubs led by current and retired Wofford faculty and area experts. Lifelong Learning at Wofford is also accepting ideas for classes and experts to teach during a one-time event or four and eight-week classes.
Richardson Family Art Museum new hours

The Richardson Family Art Museum has reduced hours due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It's open to the campus community Tuesday through Friday from 1 to 5 p.m. The public is invited to visit exhibits on Thursdays from 5 to 7 p.m. by appointment.

Admission is free, but reservations are required 24 hours before a visit by calling 864-597-4940 or emailing artmuseum@wofford.edu. Masks are required.

The museum is exhibiting "Central to Their Lives: Southern Women Artists in the Johnson Collection" beginning Sept. 8 until Dec. 18. The exhibit has pieces spanning from the 1890s to the early 1960s by 54 artists who experienced complex challenges as southern women.

This is the exhibit's fifth stop on a six-state, three-year tour and its hometown debut.